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THE DIEUDONNÉ PROPERTY ON C(K,E)

BY

FERNANDO BOMBAL AND PILAR CEMBRANOS

Abstract. In this paper we prove that if £ is a Banach space with separable dual,

then the space C(K, E) of all continuous £-valued functions on a compact Haus-

dorff topological space K has the Dieudonné property.

Introduction. In his important paper [5], Grothendieck axiomatized some relevant

properties of Lx(n) and C(K) spaces, introducing among others the so-called

Dunford-Pettis and Dieudonné properties. After the work of Grothendieck there has

been intensive literature on the study of the Dunford-Pettis property in spaces of

continuous and integrable vector valued functions, but, as far as we know, little has

been written concerning the Dieudonné property. In this paper we prove that if E is

a Banach space with separable dual, the space C(K, E) of continuous E-valued

functions on a compact Hausdorff topological space K has the Dieudonné property.

Notations and fundamentals. Throughout the paper E and F are Banach spaces, K

a compact Hausdorff space, 2 the a-field of Borel subsets of K, and C(K, E) the

Banach space under the supremum norm of the £-valued continuous functions on K.

The notations and terminology used and not defined in this paper can be found in

[3, 5 and 7].

If A is a subset of E we denote by [A] the algebraic linear span of A. L(E, F) is

the space of all bounded linear operators from E to F. By E - F we mean that there

exists an isometric isomorphism between E and F. The Banach space of all regular

countably additive measures ¡x on 2 with values in E and of finite variation on K,

endowed with the norm of total variation (\\¡jl\\ = \n\(K)), is denoted by rcabv(2, E).

It is well known that C(K, E)* « rcabv(2, £*).

We denote by H(E) the subset of E** formed by all the o(E**, £'*)-limits of

weakly Cauchy sequences in E.

Recall that a Banach space E is said to have the Dieudonné property if for every

Banach space F, a bounded linear operator T: E -* F is weakly compact if and only

if T transforms weakly Cauchy sequences into weakly convergent ones.

When E is separable one has the following characterization.
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Proposition [5, p. 161]. // E is separable then the following two conditions are

equivalent:

(i) E has the Dieudonné property.

(ii) Every o(E*, H(E))-convergent sequence in E* is weakly convergent.

To prove the announced result we shall need two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let K be metrizable, (An) a sequence of pairwise disjoint open subsets of

K, and (x**) a bounded sequence in E** for which there exists a bounded family of

sequences in E, {(x^)m: « e N} such that (x„)m is a(E**, E*)-convergent to x** for

alln cz N. Then, the element t of C(K, £)** defined by

00

O, t) = E <f*U„). x„**>   for p. cz rcabv(2, E*)
n = i

belongs to H(C(K,E)).

Proof. For every n cz N let (K^,)m be an increasing sequence of compact subsets

of/s:sothat^„ = Um^.

For each n, m cz N take/^ e C(K) such that

/m"(0={o   tf'e*V4B,   and   0^0<1   forage*.

Let us consider the sequence (<¡>k) c C(K, E) defined by

<t>k=fk1(-)4+fk2-i(-)xi-i+ •■■+fik(-)xik.

It is clear that M = s\ipk\\<j>k\\ < + oo. By the definition we have that

(a) if t cz An then $„+k(t) = fk+i(t)xk+x for all k e N, and

(b) if t cz Knm then <i>„+*(r) = xnk+x for all k ^ m.

Therefore, (<f>k(t )) is weakly Cauchy in E for each t cz K. Indeed, if t cz K\(\J„An)

then obviously lim^. $k(t) = 0; if t e An then there exists m cz N so that t cz K^

and, by (b), we have that (4>k(t)) is weakly Cauchy in E. Now, according to Theorem

9 of [4], it follows that (<¡>k) is weakly Cauchy in C(K, E).

Let ¡i cz rcabv(2, E*) and e > 0. Then there exists n0 cz N such that

(i) HÍ IM.)- I WK)<¿-

Since hmm\u\(An\K^) = 0 for every n cz N, there exists w0 e N such that

(2) HK\*;;o)<e/8M!o   forl<«<«0.

Because hmm\(fi(K¡¡l ), x** - x£)| = 0 for each n cz N, there exists m, e N so that

(3) k/i(tf¿0),xr-<>|<e/2«o   foraUwS^andKnOV
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By (1), (2), (3) and (b), if k > «0 + mo + mi we nave

|</*. i- — ■**>!
n = l

»l>

n = l

E (p{An),xr)-J*kdp

(p.(Kzo),x:*)-[ *kdp. + 1
n = l

*"
' -"•«

"o

+ E
n-l

Ja \ nr"
'A„\K"ma

+ E |(/i(4,),*:*>! +
'Il A

¿|(M(^o),xr-^_„ + i)|+2M¿
«=1 n = l

tf"

+ 2M £ |HK)<*.
n>«0

And thus we conclude that t belongs to H(C(K, E)).

Remark. Note that if E does not contain any subspace isomorphic to /,, then

every bounded sequence (x**) in E** satisfies the assumption of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. // K is metrizable and (ju„) is a sequence in rcabv(2, E*),

a(C(K, £)*, H(C(K, E)))-convergent to zero, then the set (|ju„|: n cz N} is uniformly

countably additive.

Proof. Since H(C(K, E)) 3 C(K, E) the sequence (ju„) is bounded in

rcabv(E, E*). If we suppose that (|¡u„|: n cz N} is not uniformly countably additive,

by VI.2.13 of [3], there exist e > 0, a sequence (An) of pairwise disjoint open subsets

of K and a subsequence of (pn) (which we still denote by (jti„)) such that

(4) IM/iK^«) > e   for all« cz N.

By using Rosenthal's lemma (see 1.4.1 of [3]) it follows that there exists an increasing

sequence (nj) c N so that

r\l(lUn,)<§    for ally g N.

It is easily verified that if ju g rcabv(2, E*) and A is an open subset of K then

\p\(A) = sup\2.k(xk, n(Bk))\, where the supremum is taken over all finite sequences

(Bk) of pairwise disjoint open subsets of K contained on A and all finite sequences

(x¿) in the unit ball of E. Therefore for each i cz N there exist a finite sequence

(B'ky¿=x of pairwise disjoint open subsets of K with \Jr¿=xBk c An¡ and a finite

sequence (x'k)r¿=x in the unit ball of E such that

kJK,) E<4>/*„,(**)>
A- = l

e+ T
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So, by (4), we have

E<4,/*„..(**)>
k = l

2
>3£-

Now we define t g C(K, E)** by

<M,t>=E  E<**./*(*£)>    for/iGrcabv(2,£*).
( = 1 k = l

According to Lemma 1 it is clear that t

For every j g N we have

H(C(K, £)).

|<Mn/T>| = E E<4./*„,(*£)>

> E<*¡í,i\(*¡ü>
fc=l

- EkJ(^.()>3«-f-f-<*/'
But this contradicts the assumption that (¡xn) is o(C(K, E)*, H(C(K, £)))-conver-

gent to zero.

Theorem. // E is a Banach space with separable dual then C(K, E) has the

Dieudonné property.

Proof. According to Corollary 8 of [2], E is isomorphic to a quotient of a space F

which has a shrinking basis. If m: F -» E is a quotient map, there exists a continuous

cross-section s:E^>Fofm (see, for instance, [6, 21.C, Corollary]). So the continu-

ous hnear operator that maps <¡> g C(K, F) into ir °<f> g C(K, E) is onto. In

consequence C(K, E) is isomorphic to a quotient of C(K, F) and therefore it is

enough to prove the theorem when E has a shrinking basis.

Let (en) be a normalized shrinking basis in E. Then the sequence (e*) of the

biorthogonal functionals associated to (en) is a Schauder basis of E*.

(A) Let us first consider the case that K is a compact metric space. According to

the preceding proposition, to prove that C(K, E) has the Dieudonné property we

must show that every a(C(K, E)*, H(C(K, £)))-convergent sequence in C(K, E)*

is weakly convergent . Let (/i„) be a sequence in C(K, E)* which is

a(C(K, E)*,H(C(K, £)))-convergent to zero, then, by Lemma 2, {|/i„|: n cz N} is

uniformly countably additive. It follows from 1.2.4 and 1.2.5 of [3] that there exists a

nonnegative measure X g rcabv(2, R) such that

(5) lim   l/i MA) = 0   uniformly inn
A(i<)-»0

N.

Since E* is separable, E* has the Radon-Nikodym property. Hence for each

n G N there exists £„ G LX(X, E*) such that

(6) /*„(•)=  f  tndX-•V)
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Since (e*) is a Schauder basis of £*, for every n cz N, there exist sn cz N and a

simple function ^„: K -* £* so that

(7)

Putting

*,(*) C [(e;);ij    and   k - ¿X < 1/«.

"„(•)=/(.)<*>„ ¿a   for«GN,

it is clear that (vn) is a(C(AT, £)*, H(C(K, £)))-convergent to zero.

In order to prove that (/i„) is weakly convergent to zero it is enough to show that

(vn) is weakly convergent to zero or, equivalently, that (<i>„) is weakly convergent to

zero inL,(X, E*).

Now recall that LX(X, E*)* « L(LX(X), £**) (see VIII.2.2 of [3]). If we suppose

that (<f>„) is not weakly convergent to zero, then there exist t e I(I,(A), £**), e > 0

and a subsequence of (<f>„) (which we still denote by (<i>„)) such that |(</>„, t)| > e for

all n g N.

Note that, for every j cz N, the map (e*, t(-)): Lx(X) -» K belongs to LX(X)*;

therefore, there exists g■g Lœ(X) so that

(e*,r(f))=ff(t)gj(t)dX   for fczLx(X).
jK

It is easily verified that if </>: K -» E* is a simple function so that <i>(^) c [(ey)j=1]

for some s cz N, then

( *,T) = fligj(t)ej,*(t)\d*-

Hence

(8) !<*.*>! ' flizAOe^M)
K\J-1 I

dX > e   for n g N.

Let {Pn: n g N} be the natural projections associated to the basis (en) and let

C = sup„||P„||. If n, m cz N, n < m, then

(«• - rr) ■ t 6 ¿(¿.(A), [(er);_B+j) - ^(x, [(.;)-.+J)

= ^(A,[(e7);=„+1]);

and since the map LJ=n+xgj(-)ej g Lx(X,[(ej)Jl„+x]) verifies that

($,(P**-Pr)-T)=jl    E   g;(r)e,.,*(oW
/f\>=«+i /

for<i> g Lx(X,[(e*)?=n+x\), one has

E */■)«,  =ll(^r-Jpr)-T||<(iipji+iipj)iirN2ciiT||.
j = "+l 00
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Up to modifying the functions in a X-null set if necessary, we can assume that

(9) E   gj(-)ej
j—n+1

sup
re/f

E     gj(t)ej
j=n + l

< 2C t

for all n, m cz N with n < m.

By (5), (6) and (7)

lim    / \\<¡>\\ dX = 0   uniformly in n cz N,
\(A)-*oJa

so there exists 0 < 8 < X(K) such that

(10) / kiiJa
dX < for A g 2 withX(yí) < S, and« g N.

'a 8C||t||

It follows from Lusin's theorem that, for every /' g N, there exists a compact

Kj c K so that X(K\Kj) < 8/2j and g^K (the restriction of g • to JÍ-) is continuous.

We put K0 = fYjLiKj. Then X(Ä"\ K0) <8; also, since 5 < X(K), K0 * 0. Let us

denote «y = g-XK for every j g N.

The series ¿°°=1«7(-)ey is weakly Cauchy in C(K0, E). Indeed, by Theorem 9 of

[4] it is enough to prove that ¿ZJ>=xhJ(t)ej is weakly Cauchy in E for each t g K0. Let

t g K0, x g E and (/>„) and (qn) be two increasing sequences in N so that/?„ < qn

for « g N. By l.b.l of [7] the norm of x*|[(e,)°lj (the restriction of x to [(ey)°lJ)

tends to 0 as « -» oo, and since

Zhj(t)ej,x*
J=Pn

E hj(t)*j
J=Pn

(<j)7-

< 2C||t|| (^%JI
it follows that hmn^x(IqJ'Lphj(t)ej, x*) = 0.

Now, by the Borsuk-Dugundji theorem (see 21.1.4 of [8]), there is a bounded

linear operator S: C(K0, E) -* C(K, E), with ||S|| = 1, so that:

(a) S(<t>)(t) = <j>(t) for all t cz K0 and for every </> g C(K0, E), and

(b) for each <j> cz C(K0, E) the values of the function S(<j>) belong to the convex

hull of the set <p(K0).

Put fj = S(hj(-)ej) for every j g N. Since the series 'LJ=xhj(-)eJ is weakly Cauchy

in C(K0, E), then the series Hf-if is weakly Cauchy in C(K, E). Therefore there is

p g H(C(K, E)) such that Hf.xfjis o(C(K, E)**, C(K, £)*)-convergent to p.

Note that, by (b), for each/ g N, fj(K) cz [{ey}]; hence, if <j> g L,(X, £*) and

(/)(AT) c [(e*)J=,J for some r cz N, we have

<^p>=// E/;-(0.*(o\^

where /i(-) = j^.fidX. Therefore

(vn,p)=l[ E//'),*,(') W   for all « g N.
./ = !
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On the other hand, according to (8), (9), (10) and (a), for each « g N we have

<

fl  Es,(0*,-,*„(')W

(   (   £*y(0«y,*.(oW
Aro\7 = l /

Zgj(-)ej /   ikiirfx

Thus, for every « g N,

K"„,p>l =flifj(t),<pn(t)\dx

/   (l/y(0.«.(0\^

3
S* -re

°\ 7=1

E

4

E/, /   kikx
'K\ATo

But (p„) is a(C(AT, £)*, H(C(K, £)))-convergent to zero. This contradiction com-

pletes the proof when K is a metric space.

(B) Let K be an arbitrary compact space, let T: C(K, E) -» £be a bounded linear

operator which transforms weakly Cauchy sequences into weakly convergent se-

quences, and let (<i>„) be a sequence contained in the unit ball of C(K, £). Similarly

as in the proof of Theorem 8 of [1] we can construct a metric compact space K, a

bounded linear operator T: C(K, E) -» F and a sequence (<i>„) in the unit ball of

C(K, E) such that T(<j>n) = T($n) for all n G N. Moreover, since T transforms

weakly Cauchy sequences into weakly convergent ones, it is immediate that T

transforms weakly Cauchy sequences into weakly convergent ones, too. By (A), T is

weakly compact and then (T(<j>n)) has a weakly convergent subsequence. Hence we

conclude that C(K, E) has the Dieudonné property.

In view of the above result, the following question arises:

Problem. Does C(K, E) have the Dieudonné property if £ does not contain an

isomorphic copy of /,?
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